Dissociations in the meaning of risk between health-care professionals and individuals with spinal cord injury.
Risks have been a central concern in stem cell research overall, and in clinical trials of individuals with spinal cord injury (ISCIs) in particular. We sought to elucidate how two important stakeholder groups-health-care professionals (HCPs) and ISCIs-view and value both the physical and non-physical risks of stem cell interventions. The study was conducted in Canada, and included participants from both Canada and the United States America. We used semi-structured interviews to gain perspectives on risk from HCPs and ISCIs. We applied a constant comparative analytic strategy to derive themes from the discourse collected through the interviews. We identified three major themes about risk from 12 HCP and 24 ISCI participants: focus, rationale and approach. The salient components of the themes differed: HCPs focus on the physical causes of risks, and the ISCIs on their downstream consequences as well as on non-physical risks; HCPs are concerned about evidence, and ISCIs about experience; and HCPs approach risk narrowly, whereas the approach of ISCIs is more broad and contextualized. Although major themes were common to the two stakeholder groups, the components of the themes were dissociable and illustrate differences in what HCPs and ISCIs worry about, why they worry and how they approach their worries. We draw upon these findings to make recommendations for improving risk communication and informed consent for stem cell research for spinal cord injury.